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Surface disinfection is critical for preventing health care-associated infections; however, sustaining high-
quality cleaning technique is challenging without constant feedback and training of staff. A novel color addi-
tive to bleach wipes, Highlight, indicates where surfaces have been wiped and fades to colorless to provide
real-time visual feedback of cleaning. In a multiphase interventional study, Highlight reduced failure rates of
cleaning based on fluorescent marker removal (15.0%-4.5%) and adenosine triphosphate bioluminescence
assay (3.6%-2.5%).
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of Association for Professionals in Infection Control

and Epidemiology, Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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BACKGROUND

Effective surface disinfection plays a critical role in preventing
health care-associated infections. There is abundant evidence linking
contaminated environmental surfaces to the transmission of nosoco-
mial pathogens, which have been demonstrated to transfer from
high-touch surfaces to the hands of both patients and health care
workers.1 The emergence of the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic
has further highlighted the urgent need to continue investing in envi-
ronmental services (EVS) and improved disinfection practices.2,3

Successful environmental cleaning requires 3 core strategies:
selecting an appropriate disinfectant product, practicing thorough
cleaning technique, and empowering people with training and guid-
ance.1 In particular, the practice of effective surface cleaning involves
proper training, adherence to protocols, and close monitoring with
regular feedback. When implemented properly, these combined
strategies can lead to significantly improved patient outcomes and
cost savings. For example, the introduction of germicidal bleach
wipes to an academic medical center in conjunction with staff train-
ing and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) bioluminescence monitoring
led to a reduction of hospital-acquired Clostridioides difficile infection
by 85% and cost savings of up to $216,000.4

However, sustaining high-quality disinfecting technique over
time remains a challenge in many health care settings given the oper-
ator variability inherent in the practice of cleaning. Substantial
human error can occur during the process of using disinfectant wipes,
including failing to achieve thorough disinfectant coverage onto a
surface, interacting with a wetted surface before the required wet-
contact time has elapsed, or even entirely omitting high-touch surfa-
ces during cleaning.5 The importance of addressing deficits in disin-
fection practice is further underscored by evidence linking surface
contamination of vancomycin-resistant enterococci with failure by
staff to thoroughly clean surfaces rather than a faulty procedure or
product.6 In the short term, human error in cleaning technique may
be addressed through educational interventions and monitoring pro-
grams that include ATP bioluminescence assays or fluorescent
markers (FM). However, improvements are difficult to sustain in the
long term without a mechanism for continuous feedback and fre-
quent re-training, particularly given high levels of turnover among
EVS staff.3 For example, one institution that implemented FM moni-
toring improved their cleaning efficacy from 52% to 83% after 6
months, but found that performance rapidly declined back to base-
line (57%) after feedback to EVS was switched from a monthly to
quarterly basis.7 Ultimately, current methods to mitigate human
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error in cleaning are difficult to sustain due to their retrospective
nature, poor scalability, and lack of frequent feedback.8

A potential approach to reinforce cleaning practices and maintain
improvements over time is through a color additive to disinfectants
that provides immediate visual feedback to staff. Highlight (Kinnos,
Brooklyn, NY) is a liquid blue indicator that, when dispensed onto
bleach disinfectant wipes, provides a temporarily visible bright blue
trace to depict wiping surface coverage before fading away to clear in
minutes. The blue indicator is designed to dispense through a lid
device that attaches onto standard containers of commercially avail-
able bleach wipes as previously described.5,9 Whereas traditional
methods of surface cleaning rely on transparent disinfectants that
render it difficult for staff to verify thoroughness of cleaning, the visi-
bility of Highlight enables users to self-monitor cleaning technique
with each application.10 The initial color and subsequent fading of
the blue indicator serves as a visual reminder of the need to achieve
even and thorough coverage of a surface, as well as preventing pre-
mature interaction with recently wiped surfaces before the wet-con-
tact time has passed. Thus, this novel approach to improving cleaning
performance leverages both immediate visual feedback and rein-
forcement of training.
METHODS

To determine the effectiveness of Highlight in enhancing thor-
oughness of cleaning with bleach wipes, a prospective study was con-
ducted at a 781-bed academic medical center (Hackensack University
Medical Center, Hackensack, NJ) from July 2021 to August 2021. This
study was conducted with a convenience sample of patient isolation
rooms across 3 phases lasting 2 weeks each: (1) control phase (N = 39
rooms), (2) Highlight intervention phase 1 (N = 66), and (3) Highlight
intervention phase 2 (N = 14). During the control phase, routine ter-
minal cleaning of isolation rooms was performed by routinely sched-
uled EVS staff using standard bleach disinfectant wipes (Sani-Cloth
Bleach Germicidal Disposable Wipe, PDI Healthcare, Orangeburg,
NY). During Highlight intervention phases, routinely scheduled EVS
staff were provided with Highlight to combine with their standard
Figure 1. Disinfection quality was assessed by fluorescent marker removal (VeriClean) and A
light 1, and Highlight 2). The graphs compare failure rates for both assays across the 3 study
number of failures recorded out of total number of high-touch surfaces sampled. An aggrega
bleach wipes. All involved EVS staff were a convenience sample based
on whenever patient isolation rooms required terminal discharge
cleaning. Staff were not directly observed during the cleaning process
to minimize potential Hawthorne effect.8 Disinfection quality was
quantified by sampling high-touch surfaces using both FM removal
(VeriClean Fluorescent Marking Spray; Diversey, Fort Mill, SC) and
ATP bioluminescence assay (Clean-Trace Luminometer; 3M, Maple-
wood, MN). For FM testing, an EVS supervisor applied the VeriClean
spray onto high-touch surfaces prior to cleaning and assessed the
sample as a “pass” if the marker was completely removed. For ATP
testing, a relative light unit result ≤ 150 was recognized as a passing
score. To avoid potential bias from “pre-training” EVS staff, no
refresher training was provided on cleaning methods prior to any of
the phases. Feedback was provided to EVS workers only when fail-
ures were observed in both the control phase and Highlight phases.

RESULTS

During the control phase, cleaning with bleach wipes alone
yielded a higher FM failure rate of 15% (41/232 samples) compared to
4.5% (25/560 samples) in the aggregated Highlight phases. Similarly,
the control phase yielded a higher ATP failure rate of 3.6% (14/390
samples) compared to 2.5% (20/790 samples) of aggregated Highlight
phases. Figure 1 shows a comparison of failure rates of both cleaning
performance tests across the 3 phases. Notably, cleaning scores
improved over time during the Highlight phases, with the second
intervention phase recording no failures across both tests (Fig 2).

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that the implementation of a color additive to
disinfectant wipes that provides real-time visual feedback can
improve effectiveness of cleaning. These results are similar to a previ-
ous hospital study of Highlight in which its implementation in a 500-
bed academic center reduced the ATP failure rate from 5.7% to 0%.5

Here, a multiphased intervention with Highlight quantifiably
improved surface disinfection quality across 2 testing methods,
TP bioluminescence (3M Clean-Trace) during the 3 phases of this study (control, High-
phases. Numbers above each bar indicate failure rate, numbers in parentheses indicate
te result combining the results of both Highlight phases is included above the bracket.



Figure 2. Disinfection quality was assessed by fluorescent marker removal (VeriClean) and ATP bioluminescence (3M Clean-Trace) during the 3 phases of this study (control, High-
light 1, and Highlight 2). These graphs show the passing rates for both assays over the time period of the 3 study phases.
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improving FM scores by 70% and ATP scores by 30% over baseline.
Importantly, the improved performance and complete elimination of
failure between the first and second intervention phases suggests
that a solution like Highlight, through constant visual feedback,
allows staff to continuously improve and then maintain performance
over time.

Our study has some limitations. Only isolation rooms were
included in sampling and analysis, and further studies should seek to
understand how cleaning practices change across different health
care settings. The sample size for the second Highlight intervention
phase, despite being of the same 2-week duration, was smaller than
the first intervention phase. Nonetheless, the perfect pass rate during
this second intervention phase suggests that cleaning technique may
steadily improve over time given the continuous intervention and
education provided. In addition, because data collection occurred
based on a convenience sample of whenever an isolation room
required terminal cleaning, we were unable to truly randomize EVS
staff between phases, and we did not assess whether the number of
different EVS staff or overlap between phases may have affected
cleaning scores. Furthermore, while both FM removal11 and ATP
assays12 have previously been validated as proxies for surface biobur-
den, other important metrics should be considered in future studies,
including microbial culture plates and patient health care-associated
infection rates. Importantly, given that the Highlight indicator itself
is not known to chemically interact with FM, we conclude that
improvements in FM scores are due to enhanced visibility of surface
wiping that enable more thorough mechanical wiping technique and
full surface coverage. Future studies of this colorized cleaning
approach should also focus on changes in patient satisfaction, staff
feedback, and other quality metrics.

CONCLUSION

This multiphase intervention of a novel color additive to disinfec-
tant wipes demonstrated improved effectiveness of cleaning when
implemented for patient isolation rooms at an academic medical cen-
ter. The Highlight additive successfully eliminated failure rates of
cleaning as measured by fluorescence marker removal and ATP
assays, and underscores the importance of continuous feedback and
training in the practice of environmental hygiene.
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